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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to present a brief description of the basic characteristics of an exhaled 
thoron measurement system and its use in the study of the health effects and its protection measures of the miners 
inhaled thorium dusts in the Bayun Obo Iron Mine in recent twenty years. The method we used is to measure the 
thorium lung burden of each miner by using an exhaled thoron activity measurement system. An epidemiological 
study of lung cancer mortality, physical examination (including peripheral blood counts, hepatic function test, X-ray 
radiograph, lung function test) of each miner were also carried out. Results showed that the relationship between the 
thorium lung burden and it health effects were obtained. It was the first time that we found if any miner�s thorium 
lung burden not higher than 11.11Bq, his peripheral blood counts and hepatic functions will not be affected. It was 
also the first time that we found if any miners� thorium-containing lung burden reached a value of 755mg, 0+ stage 
pneumoconiosis would be suffered. It is concluded that the exhaled thoron activity measurement system could be 
used in monitoring the thorium lung burden of the workers inhaling thorium-containing dusts at any thorium dust 
generating factories; in monitoring the thorium contamination of the inhabitants living around the thorium dust 
generating factories; in judging the efficiency of agents using in accelerating the excretion of thorium compounds 
from the human body; in preventing the thorium dust exposed miners suffered from the pneumoconiosis; in 
monitoring the thorium contamination in the lung of the staffs and workers working at the different spots of the 
cycle of thorium nuclear reactor development. 
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1.Introduction 
 
It is possible to inhale thorium-containing rare earth dusts for workers in their process. 232Thorium is a 
radioactive element and it`s widely used in industries, such as mantle factory, carbon rod factory, roller 
factory, flint factory, and the mining and refinery of zircanite mine, monazite mine as well as the process 
of the development of thorium reactor development. There is evidence showed that lung cancer could be 
induced after long-term inhaled thorium and thoron short-lived daughters. In order to investigate the 
dose-effect relationship of the exposed miners of Bayan Obo Iron Mine, a high-sensitivity exhaled thoron 
measurement system was established by us in 1983 based on the experience learnt from Argonne National 
Laboratory. By using this system, the thorium lung burdens of 751 exposed miners were obtained our 
experience in this mine and the future use of this method is introduced as follows. 
 
2、High sensitivity exhaled thoron activity measurement system  
 
The high sensitivity exhaled thoron activity measurement system was made by Chen Xing-an [1]. He 
studied the theory and the experience of our method from ANL in 1982. The performance of the system 
reached to the technical demand of ICRP [2], or it can measurement thorium in lung from the miners and 
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inhibitors at a level of 0.22Bq thorium in lung.  
The improvements of the measurement system are as follows: 
(1) By using a single calculator, the thorium lung burden of each miner was obtained. There was no 
computer in the mine at that time (1982); 
(2) The measurement time needs only 200 minutes instead of 30 hours in ANL; 
(3) In this system, the negative high voltage is 9.0 kV, not the 5.0 kV of that of ANL. The total efficiency 
is 55% higher than 50% of that of ANL. 
(4) Our measurement system is a portable one while the system of ANL is a stationary one. 
(5) A comparison between the above-mentioned two methods is listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Comparison between our method and that of ANL 

 Our method  ANL method 

Background（counts/ min.）： 0.003 0.005  
Total efficiency ( % ) 55 50 
Detection limit of thoron activity outside 
the body (Bq）（2σ above zero）： 

 
0.007 

 
0.01 

Median variance coefficient of thoron 
activity outside the body 

±17% ±15% 

Measurement time(hours) 3.33 30+ 

 
3. Practical application of the measurement system in China  
 
3.1. The thorium lung burden of the exposed miners in the Bayan Obo Mine is obtained. 
 
In the period of 1983-2001, 1270 measurements of exhaled thorn activity from 751 miners were carried 
out by using our system and made clear firstly the thorium lung burden of the exposed miners in this mine 
[3]. The average value of the thorium lung burden is 1.576 Bq and the highest one is 11.11 Bq. The 
results of 979 measurements (77.09%) were under 2.22 Bq (one investigation level) in 1270 
measurements of the exposed miners.  
 
3.2. The first time we found that whenever the thorium containing dust lung burden reach a value 
of 756mg in the exposed miners of Bayan Obo Iron Mine the stage 0+ pneumoconiosis will be 
occurred.   
 
Using a double blindness method, analysis the chest X-ray radiographs of 275 exposed miners together 
with their individual thorium-containing dust lung burden, the threshold of thorium-containing dust 
burden in inducing 0+ stage pneumoconiosis at a value of 756 mg was found [4]. This threshold is useful 
in preventing the occurrence of pneumoconiosis. 
 
3.3. The 4 parameters of hepatic function and the 4 parameters of peripheral blood counting will be 
normal. Also the first time we found that if the thorium lung burden less than 11.11 Bq.  
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In the period of 1983-1994, an investigation of the 4 parameters of hepatic function (T.T.T.，G.P.T. T.F.T. 
and ALP) and the 4 parameters of peripheral blood counting（HGB，WBC，LCR and SCR）of the 638 
miners were carried out. The results showed that the above 8 parameters will be normal if the thorium 
lung burden of any miner is not over 11.11Bq [5]. 
 
3.4. An observation on the clearance of thorium dioxide from the lung of a miner  
 
During the period from 1984 to 1990, the exhaled thoron activity measurements were carried out 15 times 
on a miner suffered from pneumoconiosis stage 1. The relevant thorium lung estimates were also obtained. 
By using a function-fitting computer process, we found that 44±8 % of the residual thorium lung burden 
was clearing with a half-time of 112 days. However, the half-time of the second phase 2553372 days 
(or ～7000 years) had a standard error of ± 26440270 days which indicates that in fact there was no 
significant removal of thorium from the lung during this phase [6]. 
 
4. The prospect of the use of our method 
 
Our method was used in the Bayan Obo Rare-Earth Mine for over 20 years. We are planning to use it in 
the following areas. 
 
4.1. Except for the exploration and refinement of rare-earth elements, it can be used in investigation and 
its assessment of thorium lung burden measurement of exposed workers in other thorium-containing dusts 
spots of different mines and factories. 
 
4.2. In investigation and its assessment of thorium lung burden in the inhabitants around rare-earth mine. 
 
4.3. In assessment the effect of thorium excretion drug from human body or lung in clinic.  
 
4.4. In prevention the pneumoconiosis of the miners and workers working at different dusty posts. 
 
4.5. In monitoring and assessment the thorium lung burden of the workers working at different spots of 
the thorium nuclear reactor cycle development. 

 
5. Conclusion  
The paper reported the use of the high sensitive exhaled thoron activity measurement system in the Bayan 
Obo Iron Mine and its possible future use in different areas. 
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